WHITEPAPER

NAME: Home Mars
SYMBOL: $HARS
NETWORK: POLYGON (MATIC)
DECIMALS: 9
TOTAL SUPPLY: 2,000,000,000
CONTRACT ADDRESS: 0x0028E52Ce2e28E3c9ADdCc3726f5Ca2463a999CF

INTRODUCTION
HOMEMARS aims to become the only currency that will be use in transaction
between user and service provider at the same time The whole holder will
gain profits from the reflection from the transaction of the token in own
wallet without connecting to another platform.

“FARMING REWARD WITHOUT DOING ANYTHING”

Distribution on every transaction
will be divided into:
•
•
•
•

DISTRIBUTION TO ALL HOLDER
BUY BACK AND BURN
DEVELOPMENT WALLET
LIQUIDY POOL

As we all know to have a have a continues increase of token usage, the token
itself must have it own usage instead of reinvent the wheels we are focusing
on working with the service provider to accept the token as main currency
itself. As example a reseller of in apps currency are accepting HOMEMARS
TOKEN instead of FIAT currency, this will give a boost to the value of the
token itself with community driven usage.

AT THE LAUNCH, TOKEN WILL BE DIVIDED INTO 4
ACTIVITIES AS BELOW :

TOKEN METRICS

%

UNIT

40%

797,500,000

Partnership (Locked)

5%

100,000,000

Marketing Reserve
(Locked)

5%

100,000,000

Burn

50%

1,002,500,000

Total supply

100%

2,000,000,000

Presale + Liquidity (locked
1 years)

MARKETING

PARTNERSHIP
LIQUIDITY

PRESALE

BURN

MARKETING

PARTNERSHIP

LIQUIDITY

PRESALE

BURN

TOKENOMIC
TAX METRICS FOR BUY & SELL

%

TOKEN REFLECTION

4%

DEPRECIATING SUPPLY & BURN

1%

MARKETING WALLET

3%

LIQUIDY POOL

2%

Token Reflection
A hold-farming reward structure different with conventional farming that are
more costly and involving manual transfer to obtain reward. The smart
contract function will automatically distribute the reflection to all holder
without additional fee.
Longer holding period = more reflection received. The Best thing is we are
giving THE HIGHEST REFLECTION TO HOLDER with less total tax impose.

Depreciating Supply & Burn
With distributing tax to the burn address, consistent burning will occur.
Burning does not often lead to an immediate asset’s value appreciation, as it
often destroys coins that have not been in circulation for a long time.
As the demand for coins increases over time, this can contribute to significant
growth, and updating the previous highs can be achieved much faster. This
will be executed manually to assist control of price fluctuation

Automatic Liquidity Pool
Automated liquidity supply will ensure that there always has enough token to
perform transaction without any high price impact or insufficient supply in
markets.

What’s make HOMEMARS different ?
Partnership Benefit
For those that selected as partner will get 2% reward from total transaction
for the service that they offer to HOMEMARS USER.
Example Cardio GYM Center are registered partner of HOMEMARS and
accept gym membership fee 100usd equivalent to 20,000 $HARS based on
price at time of purchase, Cardio GYM Center will receive 400 $HARS (2%
from transaction)
reward from the PARTNERSHIP WALLET. With this
mechanism number of user will increase gradually from time to time.

20,000 $HARS
$HARS USER

X 2%

=

$HARS
PARTNER

400 $HARS

PARTNERSHIP
WALLET

“THE ONLY CRYPTO THAT’S
SUPPORT ENTREPRENEUR IN
DOING THEIR BUSINESS”

METAMARSHA
METAMARSHA offer a new metaverse concept that not only can be access thru
browser but thru your VR headgear or daily use phone.
METAMARSHA give opportunity to Homemars holder to access our metaverse
live event and holder lounge where NFT will be release.
Partnership sponsor can engage with holder for event like concert, show and
forum that will be held in METAMARSHA. Ability to owned land and build up as
per what you imagine, community will decide what improvement and what
they need to be in their world.
From socializing to events, gaming, shopping, customizable avatars, assets and
even co-working spaces, METAMARSHA is not just a platform, it’s the world of
diverse experiences.

“The world that build on community dream”

The First NFT ART that offer AR and VR
experience to holder
Different with existing NFT ART that only in form of 2D Pixeled or graphic
image, METAMARS bring NFT to different level of experience. Each of HOME
MARS NFT has either AR or VR attach to it, powered with the HOME MARS
APPS, METAMARS HOLDER can experience the 3D clips directly from their
phone.

“WORLD
FIRST EVER
VIRTUAL
REALITY NFT”

“A NFT collection
that support the community”
80% of our Art collection will be listed in our official web and it will only can
be purchase with $HARS currency, transaction tax will be distributed same as
reflection among $HARS holder and 20% of our Art collection will be listed in
other marketplace this is to promote our branding and the specialty of our
NFT.

2022 ROADMAP
1st Quarter
HOMEMARS concept
Partnership outsource
Reward mechanism
Social launch
Pre-sale

2nd Quarter
Smart contract audit
Listed on Coinmarketcap
Listing on CoinGecko
Collaborate with KOL’s
and influencers

3rd Quarter
Partnership goes online
Listed in exchanger
Dapp launcher
METAMARS VR&AR NFT launch
METAMARS VR & AR APPS

4th Quarter
Listed in more exchanger
Project brokerage
HOME MARS VR NFT
HOME MARS Wallet & VR
APPS New roadmap

Legal Disclaimer
Home Mars | White Paper 2022
The whitepaper provides information and material of general nature. You are not
authorized and nor should you rely on the whitepaper for legal advice, business
advice, or advice of any kind. Do your own research and consult experts where
appropriate.
INFORMATION PUBLISHED IN
THE WHITEPAPER
You act at your own risk in reliance on the
contents of the whitepaper. Should you
decide to act or not act you should
contact a licensed attorney in the relevant
jurisdiction in which you want or need
help. In no way are the contributors to the
whitepaper responsible for the actions,
decisions, or other behavior taken or not
taken by you in reliance upon the
whitepaper. You are not authorized and
nor must not should you rely on the
whitepaper for legal advice, business
advice, or advice of any kind.

COMPLIANCE WITH TAX
OBLIGATIONS
The team does not guarantee compliance
with any country across the world. Always
make sure that you comply with your local
laws and regulations before you make any
purchase.

INVOLVEMENT RISKS
The team does not recommend that any
cryptocurrency should be bought, sold, or held
by you. Do conduct your due diligence and
consult your financial advisor before making any
financial decisions. By purchasing Home Mars,
you agree that you are not purchasing a security
or investment and you agree to hold the team
harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes
you may incur. You also agree that the team is
presenting the token “as is” and is not required to
provide any support or services. You agree that
by purchasing or exchanging Home Mars tokens
you may not claim any tax, fee, reward or any
transaction or activity from Home Mars, nor any
of the Home Mars team members, nor any other
third-party. Any functionality of the Home Mars
application, the Home Mars Token as well as the
Home Mars Project mentioned within the
present white paper is of purely technical nature
and not related to any legal claim of a Home
Mars token holder. Partnership benefit will fall
under Partnership applicant separately.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
FUTURE STATEMENTS
There may be matters in this whitepaper that
are forward-looking statements. Such
statements are subject to risks and
uncertainty. Participants are cautioned not to
place undue reliance on these forwardlooking statements. The actual results or
events that transpires afterwards may be
different from what is implied here. The team
shall not guarantee the accuracy of the
forward-looking statements outlined in this
whitepaper.

Unless otherwise required by law, in no event
shall the contributors to the whitepaper be liable
for any damages of any kind, including, but not
limited to, loss of use, loss of profits, or loss of
data arising out of or in any way connected with
the use of the whitepaper.

NO WARRANTIES
The whitepaper is provided on an “as is” basis
without any warranties of any kind regarding the
whitepaper and/or any content, data, materials,
and/or services provided on the whitepaper.

